
Fordham
FORDHAM - 44" CEILING FANMODEL 53195Brushed CocoaMedium Wood Finish

Fordham - 44" Ceiling Fan
With intricate details on the motor housing, the Fordham adds a touch of class to smaller rooms. Reminiscent of ornate cottage furniture, the
scrolls are elegant and complex to create a nice juxtaposition with the minimal features throughout the rest of the fan. This modest design is
a perfect fit for traditional or casual styles.

 Direct Drive™ motor provides unparalleled power, silent performance, and reliability over decades of daily use

 Installer's Choice three-position mounting system allows for standard, angled or low ceiling mounting

 3” and 2” downrods included to ensure proper distance from the ceiling and optimize air movement at your preferred blade height

 Casablanca's Comprehensive Warranty includes a lifetime motor warranty, one-year parts and electronics warranty, and 120-day in-home
service

Indoor only

Dimensions

Energy Information

A
12.61 in (Flush 11.61, Angled 45.61)
B
10.88 in (Flush 9.88, Angled 43.88)
C
2.75 in
D
10.08 in
E
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-
Airflow

4956 cfm

Electricity Use
64 watts

Airflow Efficiency
77 cfm/watt

Standard dimensions: with 3 inch downrod (included)
Angled dimensions: with 36 inch downrod (not included)

Running at high speed


